Gabriela92: feels the little smidgen of Latin blood
trisha_29: lol i was just thinking that too gabi
D r a z: watches as gabri gets fired up
dirtyrpgirl: watches gabi start to move

in her starting to simmer to this song.....

.....sees her nostrils flare

i was just thinking we need some dancing!!!
hops off my barstool and slips out onto the dance floor in my gold lame' club
dress and black patent leather strappy heels.....
dirtyrpgirl:

Gabriela92:

fun guy_for you:

indeed we do

dirtyrpgirl: ohhh yesss gabi...ask and we
D r a z: watches those hips sway to the
fun guy_for you: wanna boogie Gab?
D r a z: she bangs ..........she moves
synchronicity_5: mmmm Gabriela

shall recieve!!!
latin beat

............stings like a bee

Gabriela92: spins quickly a few times, hair flying outward....
dirtyrpgirl: damn how that club dress fits her...and moves as
synchronicity_5: sits at the stage

she moves......whew

a few short strut steps forward, and several small slides backwards.....
kicks feet out to the left and the right....
tuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuunnnneeee!!!!
dirtyrpgirl: oh there she goes Drazzzzzzzzzzzzz...smiles
D r a z: winks
dirtyrpgirl: winks back
D r a z: shes into new sensations
Gabriela92: shakes head up to the left, down in the center, up to the right, and back
again....
synchronicity_5: it is a show already dirty
Gabriela92: swings head in a circle, hair flying....
D r a z: living la vie vida loca
Gabriela92: digs hands down to the left.... down to the right....
dirtyrpgirl: anytime gabi gets on stage....it is a show sync....smiles
synchronicity_5: indeed dirty smiles
Gabriela92: holds arms out horizontally at shoulder height... slithers them like a snake.....
Gabriela92: shaking my backside the whole time...
dirtyrpgirl: tapping my finger to the bar...as my legs cross and foot taps the air to the beat
synchronicity_5: watches Gabriela smoothly flow over the stage
dirtyrpgirl: eyes glued to gabi's stricking moves
Gabriela92: bends both knees together to the right.... to the center... to the left.....
D r a z: watches those hip shake
Gabriela92: spins my whole body three times left.....
dirtyrpgirl: woohoo panty shot...yayyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyy
Gabriela92: drops my shoulders back... leans my head back... shakes my chest at the
ceiling.....
Gabriela92:
Gabriela92:
Gabriela92:

fun guy_for you: very nice Gabriela
dirtyrpgirl: lifting my jerk n cock to
synchronicity_5: mmmm what a dress
Gabriela92: shakes hiney.... left..
synchronicity_5: winks at dirty

sync....cheers...and sips it....

left... left... right... right... right....

Gabriela92: grinds hips in rapid circles...
dirtyrpgirl: winks back to sync as i press
synchronicity_5: oh my gabi that ass

my lips tight to the glass

D r a z: woo hoo dirty
Gabriela92: to the left... back again....
fun guy_for you: shake it baby

damn gabi !!!! woohoooooo
feels warmer watching dirty
D r a z: here we go allez allez
Gabriela92: shimmies, my arms stiffly at my sides... lots of little tiny shuffles forward....
dirtyrpgirl:

synchronicity_5:

dirtyrpgirl: her hips just move to the
synchronicity_5: she moves so well yes!

beat dont they .....dayummmmmmmmmm

fun guy_for you: watching her boobs
Gabriela92: claps over left shoulder twice...

right shoulder twice....
is it hot in here?
Gabriela92: claps behind my back and in front a few times...
D r a z: watching her shake her bon bon
dirtyrpgirl: uh huhhh....reaches to the bar and grabs a long stemed rose...and tosses it to
the stage at gabi's feet....whew....you go girl!!!!
Gabriela92: walks forward shaking hips twice left, twice right, repeating over and over....
synchronicity_5: love watching her body in that dress
D r a z: stamsp s my heels to the beat .click click click click click click click click
dirtyrpgirl: woohoo Drazzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz
Gabriela92: bends slowly to pick up the rose.... then stands rapidly, tossing my head back.
Gabriela92: high steps down the stage....
Gabriela92: holding the rose in my mouth...
synchronicity_5: looks up gabi s hot legs
D r a z: shake ya bon bon
dirtyrpgirl: omh...look at the muscles on her legs!!!...strut it gabi !!!
D r a z: eyes on her gluteus maximus
Gabriela92: grinds hips in slow circles... fast circles... slow again...
dirtyrpgirl: my index finger rubbing the rinm of the glass as i squirm on the barstool
D r a z: watches the hot hiney shake right and left
synchronicity_5: watches the effect gabi has on dirty smiles
Gabriela92: grabs the fabric of my dress on the outside of my thighs... slowly hiking it up a
few inches as I shuffle upstage....
Gabriela92: turns my back to the crowd...
synchronicity_5: watches gabi hips
dirtyrpgirl: winks to sync as i take an ice cube from my drink...and rubs it to my
chest.....then looks back at gabi
Gabriela92: looks back over my shoulder with a fishy pout on my lips...
Gabriela92: hikes the back of the skirt up a bit more....
synchronicity_5: mmm grins at dirty
dirtyrpgirl: blows a kiss to those pouty lips
Gabriela92: bottom of the buns showing a bit...
D r a z: grabs the bottle of Wild Turkey bourbon whisky ,,, looks at the ice ... no sacrilege
.. pours a three finger measure in a cut glass whisky glass and takes it over to Max *
enjoy your drink
synchronicity_5: omg gabi
synchronicity_5:

trisha_29: smiles..im glad you are back
dirtyrpgirl: woohoo gabi !!!!
Maxillary_Nerve: thanks Draz *grabs the

drink and takes a long gulp*

synchronicity_5: adjust sitting
Maxillary_Nerve: smiles me too
synchronicity_5: cheers max
dirtyrpgirl: pats the stool next to me...come have a seat sync.......smiling
Gabriela92: mimics having a mask over my eyes with my fingers as I slowly

stride back
down the stage toward the audience....
Gabriela92: Carnivale!!!!
Gabriela92: holds arms straight up.....
dirtyrpgirl: leaning to your shoulder as you sit...whispers......isnt she just soo hot up there?
Gabriela92: circles my hands, way over my head....
synchronicity_5: smiles at dirty ... she sure is
D r a z: smiles watching gabris buns as she dance to the latin beat ........clicks my
castanets to the beat
dirtyrpgirl: i just love her latin moves......
Maxillary_Nerve: nice moves gabi!

dirtyrpgirl: sipping more of
synchronicity_5: I love all her

my drink
moves smiles she is a great dancer
Gabriela92: hikes up the front of the skirt a bit... just letting the bottom of the panties
show....
Gabriela92: letting it drop with a laugh....
dirtyrpgirl: omg yessssssssssssssss
synchronicity_5: mmmmm
Gabriela92: clapping to the beat around in a circle in front of me....
dirtyrpgirl: giggles..YOU TEASE !!!! laughs and stands on the stool some..applauding loudly
synchronicity_5:

steals a. sip from dirty s drink
hands at my sides....

Gabriela92: shimmies with my
trisha_29: covers max's eyes

D r a z: grins watching dirtys moves as she fascinates us all
dirtyrpgirl: help yourself sync...smiles as i look down at you standing on the stool
Gabriela92: pushes a strap off one shoulder and gyrates the shoulder around in a circle....
synchronicity_5:
Maxillary_Nerve:
trisha_29: lol

looking up dirty s body
damn!

Maxillary_Nerve: *sips his drink
synchronicity_5: oh yes gabri

in inky darkness*

Gabriela92: slides the strap back up and pushes the other one off....
trisha_29: uncovers your eyes before you spill all down the front of you
Gabriela92: puts a kiss on my right shoulder.....
dirtyrpgirl: putting my hand on sync's shoulder..i sit back down
Gabriela92: throws my head down forward....
Maxillary_Nerve: lol im good i have good dexterity in the dark

on the stool.......

trisha_29: i know..smirks
Gabriela92: swinging it left and right while bent slightly forward
dirtyrpgirl: jumps off the stool ...whistles like a sialor and applauds

gabi..........well done !!!
bravOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO
Maxillary_Nerve: smirks
synchronicity_5: hands dirty her glass
D r a z: dance sister dance
synchronicity_5: applauds gabi
dirtyrpgirl: thank you sync...sips it again..and pouts...awww it's empty
dirtyrpgirl: keep going gabi !!! woohoooooo!!!!
Gabriela92: moving head in a slow figure 8, looking down at the floor.... shuffling forward in
slow, snaking pattern down the stage....
dirtyrpgirl: i love that move gabi !!!
D r a z: woo hoo watxches all of gabri filled with the latin beat
Gabriela92: standing with my feet a little more than shoulder width apart....
trisha_29: takes a drink of max's drinking....ughh
synchronicity_5: smiles feeling her hand

i do not like this!

lol well you dont have to like it!
shaking my left leg with the muscles in my right thigh taut....
then switching legs....
synchronicity_5: omg gabi pls go on wow
dirtyrpgirl: sipping the drink..and offering some to sync.....
Gabriela92: shaking my head rapidly to the guitar solo.....
Gabriela92: shakes backside rapidly to the drums....
D r a z: watching gabris hips go to the bongo drums
dirtyrpgirl: oh those are bongo's?..i thought that was gabi's butt !!!...............woohoooooo
Gabriela92: drops to my knees on the stage....
Gabriela92: leans to the left... swings my legs around to the right....
synchronicity_5: oh my Gabriela beautiful
Gabriela92: lays on my back....
dirtyrpgirl: perks as i see panties rub to the wooden dance floor
Maxillary_Nerve:
Gabriela92:
Gabriela92:

D r a z: watches as gabri moves to the latin beat
Gabriela92: crisscrosses my legs in a scissors pattern
trisha_29: tilts my head watching gabi
Gabriela92: drops legs to the stage and

several times......

rolls onto my stomach...
gets to my knees....
Gabriela92: crawls in a feline, feral way down the stage....
Gabriela92:

trisha_29: laughs...grabs my
dirtyrpgirl: giggles as i reach

hot chocolate..takes a sip

around sync..putting my glass to his lips..here ya go
baby...have some more!!!
synchronicity_5: swallows
Gabriela92: turning my head left and right, slowly, like a prowling huntress.....
D r a z: woo hoo gabri
synchronicity_5: thank you dirty
Gabriela92: mouths a growl.....
synchronicity_5: grins
synchronicity_5: oh my she is so hot dirty
dirtyrpgirl: your welcum baby...nibbles on your ear from behind you...........my eyes glued to
gabi's every move
dirtyrpgirl: she fucking is sync
Gabriela92: gets to my knees and dances on them...
synchronicity_5: moans
dirtyrpgirl: hiya lucky...smiles
D r a z: medium sized font please lucky
Gabriela92: whew.... needs a break....
synchronicity_5: feels dirty up my back
Gabriela92: stands and walks back to my stool
dirtyrpgirl: Draz..please give that girl a drink !!!..on me!!..asi stand back up and applaud.....
D r a z: applauds gabnri ............well done girl ......so good
synchronicity_5: applauds Gabriela
dirtyrpgirl: wow girl...that was .....well sensual as hell !!!
Maxillary_Nerve: nice work gabri! from what i could see lol
Gabriela92: ty, everyone.
cavsfandan25: i just cant stay away
trisha_29: lol
synchronicity_5: well done Gabriela
trisha_29: good job gabi!!!!!!!!

amazing

dirtyrpgirl: your turn trish ?.....that pole needs
D r a z: smiles love you in that latin beat
Gabriela92: ty, ty
trisha_29: nooooooooooo not my turn
Gabriela92: latin and rock are my thing
Maxillary_Nerve: ya know...ive never seen

a good shinning....giggles

her dance on that pole, come to think of it...

dirtyrpgirl: aw baby...paleaseeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeee
trisha_29: shhhhhhhh you
synchronicity_5: you are a sensual dancer
trisha_29: lol no no
dirtyrpgirl: it always

is cavs
are sooooo!!!

Gabriela92: Trisha, you
dirtyrpgirl: trisha !!!
dirtyrpgirl: trisha !!!!

dirtyrpgirl: trisha !!!
synchronicity_5: wb cabs
Maxillary_Nerve: smirks
Gabriela92:
trisha_29:

hahah
we want trish !!!!

Gabriela92:
dirtyrpgirl:

T...R...I...S...H...A.... Go, go, go....

shakes my head

D r a z: smiles all ourgirls have such sensuality
cavsfandan25: ive seen your shows before dirty
Justplainlucky: so when is the next one???
trisha_29: ohhhhhhh i know what i want to

...... its why they are here
(winks)

hear!

whats that trisha ?
Gabriela92: I might go again in a bit, but I don't want to monopolize things with our other
sexy girls here...
D r a z:

trisha_29:

i watched a movie yesterday...no no...not booty shakin

Maxillary_Nerve: something you can dance on the pole to?
cavsfandan25: awww dirty...way to make my heart pound
trisha_29: lol nope...its a slow one
dirtyrpgirl: thats what i'm sayiing Max!!!
trisha_29: omg you guys are terrible...lol

dirtyrpgirl: ohh cool then you and Max can dance?
synchronicity_5: dirty has creative approaches lol
trisha_29: its one of our favorite movies babygirl
dirtyrpgirl:

lol sync

dirtyrpgirl: hmmmmmmmmmmmmm.....let
trisha_29: country strong

me think?

dirtyrpgirl: omg......yessssssssssssssssssssssssssss
dirtyrpgirl: i need to get my panty dryer for that one...laughs
trisha_29: and i still cried like a big baby! every damn time lol
Gabriela92: lol
D r a z: which one
Maxillary_Nerve: lol
dirtyrpgirl:

i knowwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwww...laughs
is it called...?

dirtyrpgirl: damnit..what
trisha_29: give in to me
D r a z: next up
dirtyrpgirl: then

you will pole dance after?...giggles
passion

synchronicity_5: grins watching dirty's
trisha_29: lmao....maybe
synchronicity_5: and persistence
Maxillary_Nerve: lol she wont
dirtyrpgirl: damn Max..when

she shimmies down and sways her
thighs...omgggggggggggggggggg
dirtyrpgirl: and hugs and rubs that pole.....wow
Maxillary_Nerve: omg stop. no fair.
D r a z: wow yes indeed
trisha_29: lol your reverse psychology is not gonna
Gabriela92: mmmm... it's absolutely luscious, yeah.
dirtyrpgirl: right Draz !!!???

work with me max...lol

D r a z: uh uh
dirtyrpgirl: lol baby
D r a z: good job we
Maxillary_Nerve:

out!

haev some recorded
i dunno trisha. all these nice people know how you dance. im feeling left

synchronicity_5: loved to see trisha dance
dirtyrpgirl: i cant believe she aint swaying
trisha_29: lol i said maybe

right now...this is a hootchie song !!!...laughs

synchronicity_5: lol Max i havent seen her yet
dirtyrpgirl: mmmmm tuneeeeeeeeeeeeeeeee...melts
trisha_29: lmaoooooo babygirl
trisha_29:

i love this song

and sways

smiles and pulls dirty out with me and sways with her in my arms
dirtyrpgirl: me tooooooooooooooooooo
Maxillary_Nerve: *tugs her up and sways with her*
D r a z:

trisha_29: this is the one i was telling you about yesterday babe
dirtyrpgirl: mmmmmmmmmm holding onto Draz and sways in his
Gabriela92: closes my eyes
Maxillary_Nerve: i know
trisha_29:

arms
and lets my head loll back and forth to the song....

smiles and slides my arms around you swaying slowly

dirtyrpgirl: letting my hiney shake in the short skirt as i sing with you
D r a z: smiles as i turn her round slowly and place my arms round her

swaying with her
facing over her shoulder ,,,singing ,.,.,.,.,.give into me
dirtyrpgirl: give into me......................
Maxillary_Nerve: *pulls you close, arms wrapped around you*
dirtyrpgirl: nite david...hugssssssssssssssssssssssss
synchronicity_5: Wanna dance gabriela?
D r a z: smiles as i feel the hiney wiggle on me as we sway ..my hands sliding up dirtys
abs as we sway
trisha_29: nuzzles
dirtyrpgirl: resting

the side of your neck singing softly

my head on Draz's shoulder as i hold tight to him....swaying and rubbing

my thighs to his
Gabriela92: just taking a breather, synch, thanks, though.
synchronicity_5: smiles at gabi
D r a z: come on come on ..give into me
blonde_genius:
blonde_genius:

gives in
LOL

Maxillary_Nerve: *lays his head against yours, my lips close to your ear,
synchronicity_5: watching The couplet dance
dirtyrpgirl: my hair on your shoulder as my back rubs to you..my hands

softly singing it*
on yours over my

belly....singing softly with you
D r a z: smiles as i sway with dirty ............. and swing her out
D r a z: smiles and lead sher back toherseat
trisha_29: shivers softly..smiles...ty babe
Gabriela92: awesome tuuuuuuuuuunnnneee
dirtyrpgirl: letting my skirt fly as i swing
Maxillary_Nerve: smiles. no thank you
D r a z: hi blondee ................

out and then back into your arms

Gabriela92: head bounces left and right....
dirtyrpgirl: curtsies to Draz...thank You....so sexy ....as usual...kissing
Gabriela92: foot flexing on the foot ring of my barstool....
trisha_29: shakes my booty back to the bar
D r a z: smiles as i kiss dirty .............. my pleasure
Maxillary_Nerve: *wanders back too and returns to my

your lips softly

drink*

synchronicity_5: sways to The musici
dirtyrpgirl: skipping to the edge of

the stage.....looking at the lights from the
spotlight.....shaking my booty to the boot as i hold onto the stage
trisha_29: glances over at the shiney pole
dirtyrpgirl: rocking my head and shoulders........jumping

the stage

Gabriela92: It beckons, Trisha... hee, hee
dirtyrpgirl: mmmmmmmmmmmmm all yours

baby !!!!

trisha_29: lol oh draz knows what will motivate me
synchronicity_5: omg dirty
D r a z: smiles at dirtuy ,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.trisha wanst the
trisha_29: omg someone smack her ass!
Gabriela92: uh huh uh huh uh huh....
dirtyrpgirl: it's all hers!!!!!
dirtyrpgirl:
trisha_29:

opole

pleaseeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeee

lol

wiggles my butt as i rub the back of my legs
smacks that hard ass ............smacccccccckssssssssssssssssss

dirtyrpgirl:
D r a z:

up and ploping dowm butt first to

synchronicity_5: grins
Maxillary_Nerve: woo

hoo!

dirtyrpgirl: grins and begs for more.........
trisha_29: hears the crack...dayummmm
Maxillary_Nerve:

grins at that smack

Maxillary_Nerve: nice work man
Gabriela92: rubs my own buns, feeling that
trisha_29: that made my ass cheeks clench
Gabriela92: mine, too!
synchronicity_5: sits on my

sting from across the room.....

hands

Maxillary_Nerve: just your ass cheeks?
dirtyrpgirl: stands and struts to the pole.......using

the bottom of my tanktop...wiping it off
for my baby..........................showing a hint of my breasts.as i lower down...wiping it
down...then up....snapping my hiney to attention as i clean and polish it for
trish......looking over my shoulder smiling at her
trisha_29:

for now...smirks

smiles././and skip back to the curtain..and disappears in the darkness
applauds Dirty!!!!
mmm, yesssss.
dirtyrpgirl: ty gabi...all your baby!!!!!
D r a z: watches as trisha makes her way to the pole
Gabriela92: trisha's turn!
dirtyrpgirl: skips back to the barstool...ok boys..you are in for a treat!!!!
synchronicity_5: leans back
dirtyrpgirl: dont make me go all lesbo on your ass baby!!!!...lmaoooo
D r a z: lights follow trisha to the pole
Maxillary_Nerve: chuckles
dirtyrpgirl:

Gabriela92:
Gabriela92:

kisses max's cheek....hops up on the bar...gives my hips a little swirl...tugs the
hoody off and tosses it...making my way down the bar to the pole
trisha_29:

crosses my legs and turns my stool to face the dance pole... leans my elbows
back on the front edge of the bar....
dirtyrpgirl: mm there she goes!!!! woohoooo
D r a z: mmm watches the slow sassy walk to the pole
Gabriela92:

pushes up on my tip toes....running a single finger down the pole...walking
around it...hips swaying with the beat...gripping each finger around the pole....twisting
my hand up and down it..........
trisha_29:

dirtyrpgirl: omg she is soo gonna grab her crotch like michael !!!!
dirtyrpgirl: sits back down behind sync....sipping my drink again......
Maxillary_Nerve: *sits back and watches over the rim of his glass, taking

it all in*

dirtyrpgirl: patting my hand to his shoulder
trisha_29: winks at dirty....leans my back against

the pole...sliding one hand down the front
of me....grabbing my crotch...dropping my ass down slowly...knees spread wide
synchronicity_5: she is great
D r a z: yeah yeah .... watching trush drop it to te floor
dirtyrpgirl: yesssssssss..winks back...yummmIEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEE
Gabriela92: winces when she touches
dirtyrpgirl: theres that move!!!

herself...

Maxillary_Nerve: watches her move.... winces with gabri, no kidding
trisha_29: pushes back up...spinning and straddling against the pole...rolling

my hips with
the beat...all the way down to the floor and back up slowly...pressing my ass our...arching
my back........
dirtyrpgirl: leaning my chin to the back of sync shoulder.......she
Maxillary_Nerve: *takes in that perfectly curved ass*

mmmm gets hot in here
sexy as hell trisha moves it erotically
Maxillary_Nerve: sexier than hell
synchronicity_5: she is indeed, jeans need room
synchronicity_5:
D r a z:

is sexy as hell !!!!

snapping my hips back and forth...pushing from the pole and turning my back to
it again...head tossing back to the side....one hand reaching up over my head and
grasping the pole....slithering my other hand down over the front of my curves
trisha_29:

catches myself stroking the inside of my thighs with my fingertips, watching
Trisha dance....
synchronicity_5: shivers watching
dirtyrpgirl: sings to the tune as i hold my glass sipping it occasionaly.....just taking in the
show
dirtyrpgirl: private party !!! lol
D r a z: laffs
Maxillary_Nerve: grins. i love a private party
dirtyrpgirl: rubbing my breats to sync's back,moving to the beat
synchronicity_5: mmm dirty I love feeling them
dirtyrpgirl: winks back @ Max
Maxillary_Nerve: winks back to dirty
dirtyrpgirl: ohh you do huh.....smiles as i rub my hand to your chest from behind
Gabriela92:

grins as the music changes.....turning to face the pole......griping it tight in both
hands....rolling my hips forward grinding against it slowly
trisha_29:

Gabriela92:

bites my lower lip...

synchronicity_5: mmm I love a private party lol
dirtyrpgirl: damn..look at those hips........
D r a z: watches as trisha rides the pole
Gabriela92: mmm, hmmm.....
Maxillary_Nerve: is glad i have some shade
dirtyrpgirl: those long legs...oh myyyyy
Maxillary_Nerve:

over me....

eyes piercing

Maxillary_Nerve: how she moves....
synchronicity_5: glued eyes

stepping back...legs spread shoulder width...looks back..reaching back..sliding
my hand down over the perfect curve of my ass...winks at max
trisha_29:

synchronicity_5: sighs
Maxillary_Nerve: grins. mmm god i love that ass.
Gabriela92: sidles over behind Dirty and puts my

right...

hands on her hips... swaying a bit left and

dirtyrpgirl: tapping my hand flat to sync chest...........still
D r a z: watches that bubble ass move so seductively

pressing my breasts to his back

sways my ass back and forth...dropping my ass down quickly to the
floor...wavering my entire body back up slowly...head tossed back...one hand slithering
my fingers back through my long hair
trisha_29:

synchronicity_5: mmm dirty
dirtyrpgirl: mmmmmmmmmmmmm..reaching

back after setting the glass
down..........rubbing to the back of gabi's neck
Gabriela92: leans in and nuzzles behind Dirty's ear....
Maxillary_Nerve: shifts his weight in his seat. hands roaming
dirtyrpgirl: smiling at the "dirty samwich"
synchronicity_5: leans back
Gabriela92: swaying to the music.. pressing in a little closer....
dirtyrpgirl: moving my hips as gabi holds onto them

pushes off the pole....eyes locked on max...makes my way back down the bar as
the song ends
trisha_29:

Gabriela92: uh huh... uh huh.... uh huh.....
synchronicity_5: feeling dirty pressed into my back
dirtyrpgirl: my other hand rubbing up and down

sync's chest...but my eyes...my eyes glued
to my baby's dance
synchronicity_5: applauds Trisha
Maxillary_Nerve: keeps his eyes focused on her
D r a z: winks at trisha as she move down to max

dirtyrpgirl: woohooo baby !!!!!
Gabriela92: very nice, Trisha....
dirtyrpgirl: sumpin about a
synchronicity_5: amazing hot
D r a z:

laffs

pole just makes ya want a pole ..huh baby?..giggles
Trisha well done

dirtyrpgirl: damn you sexy thang...that was soo exciting girl!!!
Gabriela92: oh, yesssssssss.....
trisha_29: stops directly in front of him....hips rolling slowly with

hand out....help me down? smirks
Maxillary_Nerve:

winks

trisha_29: ty ty ty ty!
synchronicity_5: hot indeed mmmm
dirtyrpgirl: arching and leaning back..i

kiss gabi passionately

D r a z: smiles and applauds the very ssssexy trisha .......woo
Maxillary_Nerve: *takes her hand in his steadying her*
Maxillary_Nerve: very sexy baby
dirtyrpgirl:

the beat....reaches my

hoo

sooo ..my turn?..or time running out?

D r a z: no limits dirty
Gabriela92: returns the

D r a z: you go for it
synchronicity_5: that was
dirtyrpgirl: hehee....

kiss, eagerly and hungrily.
amazing Trisha! glad I was able to see you dance

leans in holding tight to his hand...stepping off the bar and slithering down
against him....ty babe
trisha_29: ty sync
trisha_29:

dirtyrpgirl:

melting into gabi's kiss...squirmming on the barstool
down...

Maxillary_Nerve: feels her curves against his body as she gets
Gabriela92: circles my hands arounds on Dirty's firm buns...

mmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmm stands up and wiggles to gabi's
hands.....kissing her again....i will be right back........
Gabriela92: I'm counting on it....
dirtyrpgirl: runs and jumps up on the stage...feet sliding across the floor
D r a z: heres dirty reving it up
dirtyrpgirl: skipping to the pole...spinning around and around it.......
synchronicity_5: watches dirty
dirtyrpgirl:

trisha_29:

smiles...reaches for my drink ...taking a long slow sip

trisha_29: ohhhhhhhhhh my babygirl is dancing!
Gabriela92: presses up behind Synch while Dirty is off dancing....
dirtyrpgirl: one hand on it...the other in my hair as i spin around..then

stop.....facing the

pole...............

synchronicity_5: mmmm Gabriela
Maxillary_Nerve: *runs his finger

up her thigh as we watch dirty*

dirtyrpgirl: shaking my hips...making each cheek jump in the panties
D r a z: watches as dirty slides around the pole ........girl girl ..go
dirtyrpgirl: holding onto the pole as i shimmie down.........letting the back

of the white skirt

hang out....my knees to the pole
trisha_29:

presses back against you...wiggling a bit and watching her work that pole

thighs wide open...hunching at the pole as i lay my head back...letting my hair
touch the floor.................
Maxillary_Nerve: feeling the wiggle. pressing into you as i slowly drag a finger back down,
sliding it to your inner thigh
synchronicity_5: eyes locked on dirty
D r a z: eyes wandering up dirtys thighs
Maxillary_Nerve: grins as i feel you against me, watching your babygirl with you
dirtyrpgirl:

lifting my arm to loop around your shoulders...fingers playing along the back of
your neck as we watch
trisha_29:
D r a z:

girks girl girls

jumping up and skipping to the front of the stage...then to the left side...as i
undo the back of the skirt and stop in my tracks....smiling as i slide it down....pushing my
butt back as it slides down my hiney....then strpping out and using my right foot to kick
the skirt to sync
dirtyrpgirl: tugging the tight lace pink panties up...as i stand with my hands on my hips as
the song stops
Maxillary_Nerve: teasing teasing with my finger. rocking beneath you gently
synchronicity_5: catches the skirt
dirtyrpgirl: turning with my back to the crowd.....i shake my hiney in the panties as i lift the
tanktop up slowly
D r a z: watcheas as my favorite rag doll ...........shakes it toacdc
dirtyrpgirl: rubbing the bottom of the tanktop to my bare back......................
Maxillary_Nerve: eyes focused. my breath on your neck....feeling goosebumps from your
touch
synchronicity_5: breathes heavily
dirtyrpgirl: stepping my right foot out...and slides my left foot on the stage.....slowly
dropping to the splits
D r a z: i’m feeling like bad boy ........ ........ give it all you got ........
dirtyrpgirl:

pushes my fingers up into the back of your hair...turns my head a bit to whisper
in your ear....isnt she sexy babe?
trisha_29:

D r a z: yes she moving
dirtyrpgirl: hands on the

....... moveing a grooving
stage.......bucking my hiney up and down to the beat.........my face
inches from the floor as i face the pole
synchronicity_5: leans into Gabriela caressing her neck
D r a z: hot tramp .real litte cutie
Maxillary_Nerve: groans softly as i feel your fingers intertwine in my hair....mmmm so
sexy....
Maxillary_Nerve: grins as he watches
dirtyrpgirl: droping my body to the floor as i close my legs and crawl to the pole on my belly
Gabriela92: rubs my breasts into Synch's shoulder blades....
Maxillary_Nerve: fingers pressing tracing feeling
D r a z: watches the slittering dirtyy ....woo hoo dirty
dirtyrpgirl: lifting my hips...and dropping them fast.....hunching the floor....scissoring my
legs out as i grab the pole
trisha_29: shivers and sways my ass back against
synchronicity_5: feeling Gabriela's hard nipples

you

feels that perfect curve against me, moving so sensually on me sensations
so high....
dirtyrpgirl: hand over hand i lift my body from the floor by the pole........putting my feet in a
wide stance as the music fads...and lifts my butt in the ait
Maxillary_Nerve: runs his fingers up and down...patting
D r a z: watches as dirtys butt gets raced as we watch the thunder in her thighs a]
dirtyrpgirl: as the tune changes....kicking my feet to the base of the pole..........i hold the
pole and arch back.........leaning more and more till i lock my leg around the pole and
stretch all the way back
Maxillary_Nerve:

trisha_29: drags the edges of my nails against the base of your skull softly
dirtyrpgirl: spining on my foot to the pole as my leg wraps.....letting my hair
D r a z: smiles at dirty as she moves energetically
D r a z: stamping my feel to the beat
Maxillary_Nerve: grins as i nibble your ear, my eyes

fly out......

to the beat

watching the dancer eyes
focused....feeling the heat from all over
dirtyrpgirl: then i grab the pole and kick my legs up...grasping the pole with my leg as i
hang upside down...and spin slowly.....holding the tanktop...but not very
well.....................
dirtyrpgirl: THUNDERSTRUCK...........................
D r a z: gets a pekk at dirtys breasts ,,,,,,,,yeah thunderstruck
synchronicity_5: omg she is amazing

D r a z: totally
trisha_29: slips

amazing

my free hand up under the edge of my little top...finger tips caressing
against my tummy

jumping down i squat to the pole..my back rubbing it as i pat my fist to the
floor...moving my hips and legs to bounce to the pole
dirtyrpgirl: slowly standing as i lean my back to the pole.......rubbing my hand to my belly
and up under the tanktop
D r a z: woo hoo dirty
dirtyrpgirl: showing the bottom of my bare breasts slightly.......as my other hand rubs up
and down my inner thigh
Maxillary_Nerve: rocks his hips under you....grinning
D r a z: grins watching dirtys hand on her thighs
dirtyrpgirl: rocking my head back and forth to the beat as i push myself off the pole..and
skip to the stage
D r a z: smiles watching the ever energetic dirtyy
dirtyrpgirl:

trisha_29:

lightly

grins....keeping my eyes on dirty...pressing my ass back a bit harder...swaying

standing at the edge....i squat quickly.....and spread my thighs..........running my
hand up and down my legs and inner thighs as i roll my hips.....feeling the lace panties
get tighter to my body....butt cheeks hangin out the back
dirtyrpgirl: singing.....loudly...i'm a wild one!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
D r a z: smiles as my eyes are drawn to the panties as dirty hangs there ........yes a wild
one !!!!!!
dirtyrpgirl: falling back onto my back....lifting my hips and thrusting them up and down
with my shoulders pressed to the stage
Maxillary_Nerve: bites his lip as he watches too feeling myself nestled perfectly....pressing
upward
dirtyrpgirl: my fingers rubbing seductively up and down the front of my panty
synchronicity_5: wild indeed dirty omg
D r a z: wild and dirty girl
Maxillary_Nerve: whoa
dirtyrpgirl: moving them to my breasts over the tanktop as i lift and roll my hips with my
feet flat to the stage
dirtyrpgirl:

trisha_29: grins...flexes the muscles of my ass with the music...giggles
dirtyrpgirl: winks over at the newbie...and lays back with my legs in the

air....scissoring
them back and forth....then lifting up i sit up legs flat and opened wide
Maxillary_Nerve: feels the squeeze.....and loves it
D r a z: looks at dirty .....uh uh ........gotta get me some ]
D r a z: god almighty look at that body .!!!
dirtyrpgirl: moving my hands inbetween my thighs...and bending my body....i stretch and
lifting my legs...spinning the oout and back...then doing a hand stand.....the tanktop falls
almost revealing my bare breasts...as i spin on my hands
dirtyrpgirl: opening and closing my legs...............
D r a z: woo hoo dirty
synchronicity_5: sighs
dirtyrpgirl: waves at blonde with my right foot...smiling
trisha_29:

glances at dirty

spins around and drops back to my butt.....and stands up my hiney facing the
crowd...as i bend down and touch my ankles....winking at Draz...then trish
dirtyrpgirl:
trisha_29:

grins

D r a z: winks back at dirty
Maxillary_Nerve: grins at himself
dirtyrpgirl: my hands rubbing the

back of my calves as i wiggle my ass
watches the sweet ass wiggle
dirtyrpgirl: standing up to stretch........then pours some sugar....on
meeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeee
D r a z: looks at the sugar to be poured
D r a z:

dirtyrpgirl: letting it slide down
Gabriela92: wants some of that

my body....from my head to me feet
sugar.... mmmmm......
D r a z: grins watches as the sugar caremelises on dirtys hot body
dirtyrpgirl: turns..feet in an open stance....swaying my hips side to side as i suck on my
finger....reminding me of something........hmmmmmmmm?
synchronicity_5: licks my lips
dirtyrpgirl: turns and reaching back...i swat my ass......soo hard of course..........................
D r a z: laffsas i watch dirty tease
dirtyrpgirl: and skips to the back curtain...........walking through it...then leans back and
blows all of you a kiss before disappearing.........................
D r a z: woo hoo dirty ././stands and appluads dirty
synchronicity_5: applauds
Maxillary_Nerve: chuckles.
D r a z: wolf whistles and sstamps my feet ....
dirtyrpgirl: takes a quick shower...and walks back to the bar...hair wet and in a short red
satin robe........
dirtyrpgirl: smiles..ty ty ...
trisha_29: excellent as always babygirl!!!!
Maxillary_Nerve: wow dirty that was amazing....bravo

withdraws my busy hand so I can clap for Dirty at the conclusion of her
wonderful sexy dance!!!!
Maxillary_Nerve: *applauds*
dirtyrpgirl: awwww ty baby......hugs you tight as i walk over to you
synchronicity_5: amazing dirty wow ty!!
D r a z: grins at dirty .........magnifco
dirtyrpgirl: hehee..ty gabi...skipping over to hug you as well
Gabriela92:

trisha_29: hugsssss my babygirl
dirtyrpgirl: ty sync..kisses your cheek
Gabriela92: hugs back...
dirtyrpgirl: ty ty Draz.......3

different girls...3 different dances....giggles

D r a z: she got me saying whoa whoa whoa
trisha_29: i think the guys should dance now!
D r a z: wow yes waht a night
Maxillary_Nerve: lol
dirtyrpgirl: but what is sooo nice is the love
D r a z: feel sorry for those who missed it
trisha_29: tips my head back looking
Maxillary_Nerve: incredible nite....
synchronicity_5: amazing performances

from the room!!!

up

it was a great night indeed...from the sexy latino style....to them sexy thighs and
assets of trish !!!! woohoo i am a sassified girl !!!
dirtyrpgirl:
trisha_29:

lol

D r a z: me too
Maxillary_Nerve: arent
Maxillary_Nerve: grins

we all

dirtyrpgirl: woohoo some ac/dc !!! damn his voice....sexy as a
Gabriela92: guess this is my queue to get back to dancing....
D r a z: laffs yes ,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.hoarse and worn
Gabriela92: climbs the stage stairs....
dirtyrpgirl: woohoo gabi...break time is over girl
D r a z: whoa
synchronicity_5:
D r a z: laffs
D r a z:

mofo!!!!!!

!!!...laughs

gabri
mmmm yes gabi

second wind
it's ok..i'll keep sync warm for ya...winks

dirtyrpgirl:
trisha_29:

smirks

Gabriela92:

flexes my knees slightly... swings my right arm overhead....

dirtyrpgirl: omg...speak
trisha_29: lol babygirl!

of hard as a rock !!!! woohoooo

synchronicity_5: smiles
dirtyrpgirl: is that a penis

bulging?..or you just happy to see meeeeee?...lmaooo
scoots my feet forward...
Maxillary_Nerve: grins to himself
synchronicity_5: grins
D r a z: hes got pennies in his pocket ?
synchronicity_5: lol draz a roll it seems
dirtyrpgirl: putting my finger to sync's face...watch gabi !!...giggling
Gabriela92: puts my hands flat on my buns... fingers pointing downward....
Gabriela92:

trisha_29: its so big it goes
synchronicity_5: I am dirty lol

clear over to his pocket????

dirtyrpgirl: them aint pennie.....susan b anthony dollars maybe?
Gabriela92: pumps my buns forward... thrusting my crotch outward.......
trisha_29: reaches my hand behind me...hmmmmmmm...grins
dirtyrpgirl:

wooh watching that crotch thrust.........

synchronicity_5: leans into dirty
D r a z: grins watching the crotch
Gabriela92:

step....

move
struts the length of the stage, flipping my hips out left and right with each

Maxillary_Nerve:

hmmmmm?

trisha_29: smiles all angelic like....just....feeling around
Gabriela92: wraps my hands around the pole at shoulder
dirtyrpgirl: damn that girl can strut
Maxillary_Nerve:

height....

groans and moves his hips

Maxillary_Nerve: oh i agree dirty
synchronicity_5: oh my gabri
Gabriela92:

pole.....

scoots my feet forward until my pelvis meets the hard, long, firm.... brass

trisha_29: moves the heel of
synchronicity_5: sighs
D r a z: grisn as gabri grabs

my palm a little....eyes focused on gabi
the pole firmly

Gabriela92: pumps my panties up and down on the shiny metal several times.....
dirtyrpgirl: omg....look at those panties !!!!!dayummmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmm
Maxillary_Nerve: feels the pressure...watches her too,

criss crosses my hands on the pole above my head... then suddenly pivots 180
to put the pole right into the crevice between my buns.....
Maxillary_Nerve: my hands pressing firmly along her hips.....
synchronicity_5: mmmm gabi
Maxillary_Nerve: over her thighs thumbs extended to caress...
dirtyrpgirl: shakes my hiney on the stool to the beat
Gabriela92:

trisha_29: spreads my fingers a little...curling them slowly
Gabriela92: grinds my butt in very tiny circles around the pole.....
D r a z: upto my neck in trouble in my mind watching gabri dance

slowly pulling the hem of my dress up until the metal is touching the bare skin
of my butt cheeks.....
synchronicity_5: shivers watching gabi
Maxillary_Nerve: groans as i keep my focus....firmly grasping her inner thighs...raking my
hands down...
D r a z: uptomy neck in pleasure .... seeing the pole touch that butt
dirtyrpgirl: omg...to just be that pole
Gabriela92: just the thin fabric of the black thong between me and the hard metal......
D r a z: wellimmost of the way there dirty .winks
Maxillary_Nerve: damn.....
dirtyrpgirl: hehee Draz...winks
dirtyrpgirl: damn that is a tiny thong!!!
Gabriela92:

Maxillary_Nerve: watchs as he presses her down on me.
Gabriela92: bends over, grasping my ankles.... still grinding

my butt into the pole.....

Maxillary_Nerve: its a lucky thong too
D r a z: smiles carches glimpses of behd

the thong
grins @ Max..uh huhhhhh
synchronicity_5: gorgeous thong mmmm
Maxillary_Nerve: smirks
Gabriela92: turns to face the pole and does several knee bends, pressed up against it....
dirtyrpgirl:

trisha_29: grins....presses my
Gabriela92: slips the straps of
synchronicity_5: omg Gabriela
dirtyrpgirl: wow gabi !!!!
Maxillary_Nerve: wiggles his

thighs together trapping your hand

my dress off both shoulders.... letting it fall to the stage....

index finger in small circles

trisha_29: gooooooooooo gabi goooooo!
D r a z: woo hoo watches as the bra hits the stage
Gabriela92: runs the pole up and down my cleavage, my

boobs heaving with my deep

breaths......

synchronicity_5: beautiful
D r a z: smiles a we ssee

the pole slide between the breasts

Maxillary_Nerve: goood god gabri......holy shit!
Gabriela92: sweat droplets forming on the uncovered
dirtyrpgirl: oh my gawd...yessssssssssssssssssss
Gabriela92: and all over my torso and
Maxillary_Nerve: daaaaaaammmmmn!
trisha_29: bites at my bottom lip

top of my cleavage....

shoulders.....

presses inward with my sandwiched hand
puts a hand on the pole over my head... another down at the waist... runs in a
circle and spins around the pole a half turn....
Maxillary_Nerve:
Gabriela92:

trisha_29: gives my hips a
Gabriela92: wraps my legs

little wiggle

around the pole and inches my way upward, my head down at
the floor...
dirtyrpgirl: watching intensly
Gabriela92: when my head reaches four feet up, I slowly slide back down the pole...
Maxillary_Nerve: feels the wiggle....groannns
Gabriela92: pressing my hands to the stage.....
D r a z: grisn as gabri rides up the pole
synchronicity_5: omg gabi
Gabriela92: releases my legs and does a forward walkover back to a standing position....
dirtyrpgirl: woohoo gabi !!!! hell yessssssssssssssssssss
Gabriela92: gyrates my hips in an exaggerated circle to the bagpipe sounds...
D r a z: plays my bagpipes practicing for new yearseve
Gabriela92: in just my black heels and black undies.....
Maxillary_Nerve: god thats a sexy sight
D r a z: woo hoo ........ look at that slim sex on heels
dirtyrpgirl: woohoo Draz...kilt too?!!!
Gabriela92: turns my back to the audience and thrusts my left hip, then right hip, then left
hip out...
dirtyrpgirl: damn gabi....so sexy...sexy as hell
D r a z: and i will put my dirk in my sock]
Maxillary_Nerve: *nibbles on trish's ear, flicking it with the tip of my tongue*
trisha_29: she has such a sexy little ass
Gabriela92: lifts my hair off my shoulders.....
synchronicity_5: mmm gives pennies room
dirtyrpgirl:
trisha_29:
D r a z:

doesnt she baby!!!!

shivers softly..mmmm damn babe

such a nice tifght butt
holds in a pony tail over my head......

Gabriela92:

dirtyrpgirl: lol Draz's dirk in a sock...woohooooo
Gabriela92: pushes a bra strap off one side....
D r a z: laffs dirty
Gabriela92: then the

other.....
holds the top of the bra cups in a pinch..
Gabriela92: slowly peels the fabric down....
Gabriela92: just to the hint of darkening skin....
D r a z: eyes on the bra
synchronicity_5: mmmm gabi
Gabriela92: takes a handful....
Gabriela92: pushes slightly upward to accentuate the cleavage....
synchronicity_5: mmmmm
Maxillary_Nerve: keeps his eyes on the dancer, while he rocks his hips
dirtyrpgirl: uh huhhhhhhh yes you do!!!
Gabriela92: step... step.... step.... step....
D r a z: watches as the cleavage deepens
Gabriela92:

trisha_29:

presses back...rocking my hips with your

Gabriela92: leaves the straps
D r a z: call me mistabone

hanging on my upper arms....

strikes a defiant pose with my legs rigid... feet further apart than my
shoulders......
Gabriela92: bounces my left knee....
Gabriela92: tapping my right foot.... staring from one person to another...
D r a z: grins at the firm stance and watches the thighs quiver as she she bounces the
knees
Gabriela92: Draz....
Gabriela92: Dirty....
Gabriela92: Max.....
Gabriela92:

trisha_29:

music

grins...moves my hands to the outside of your legs....rocking my hips with the

Gabriela92: Synch...
Gabriela92: sways my head... tossing my hair.....
D r a z: grins asmy eyes meet gabris equaly strong
synchronicity_5: mmmm
Maxillary_Nerve: grins watching
Gabriela92: throws my head forward,

letting my hair completely cover my face.....
thebeat

D r a z: watches asgabrishearflies ... rocking my slf to
Maxillary_Nerve: feels so full....holding you against me....
Gabriela92: puts my hands up into it....

trisha_29: drags my nails slowly along the sides of your legs
Gabriela92: rolling my torso from bottom to shoulders.....
dirtyrpgirl: ohh what a lovely look girl.....
dirtyrpgirl: that hair makes you soo
synchronicity_5: damn gabi
D r a z: asthe temperature rises,,,.

sensual
grins asmy eyes taking allgabrisbody in

Gabriela92: drops to the floor.... rolls around, writing on the stage....
Maxillary_Nerve: groans at your nails....biting that earlobe and tugging
Gabriela92: inchworms along to the new song....
D r a z: smilesasweseegabri move to thewildside
D r a z: stansds at theedgeof therstage with $100
trisha_29: grins...tilts my
dirtyrpgirl: the only place
Gabriela92: crawls ferally

in my teeth

head...tugging my earlobe away teasingly

to be Draz...winks
toward Draz....
D r a z: grinsat dirty ........weknowit..dont we
Gabriela92: my hair a messy tangle, sweaty...
Maxillary_Nerve: smirks and give a soft suck to the nape of your neck
Maxillary_Nerve: grins....i agree dirty. in so many ways

dirtyrpgirl: uh huhhhhhh...winks back..and
D r a z: grinsasgabri moves tome

then some...giggles

trisha_29: whimpers softly
Gabriela92: reaches Draz....
Gabriela92:

takes his hand....bends his thumb upward.....
the billin my teeth

D r a z: smilesas gabri getsclose..gripping
Gabriela92: licks all over his thumb....
Gabriela92: pops it in my mouth...
D r a z: slips the thumb in gabrislips
Gabriela92: bobs my head up and down
D r a z: popsit in and iouty to thebeat
Gabriela92: running my tongue over the
Maxillary_Nerve: goooooddd godddd

on his thumb....
surface, inside my mouth...

D r a z: grins as i watch th pouty lipssuck
Gabriela92: reaches for the $100 with my other
Gabriela92: folds it several times lengthwise...

hand....

grinsasiletthebill go as islide therthumb ib and out
slides it straight down the very front center of my panties.....
then almost out... back down... back up.... back down.....
D r a z: smilsaswatch itgo
D r a z: grins asiwatch thebill slide overtheflesh
Gabriela92: grabs my fallen dress and retreats to the dressing room to brush my hair into
some semblance of respectability; LOL
D r a z: laffs and stands and applauds
D r a z: wioo hoo gabri
Maxillary_Nerve: wooo hooo gabri! so good!
Gabriela92: takes a dramatic bow just before leaving the stage...
dirtyrpgirl: stands and whustles and applauds as i stand on a stool...yayyyyyyyy gabi.!!!!
bravo !! bravoooooooooooooooooo
Gabriela92: then turns and gives a cute little butt wiggle...
dirtyrpgirl: damn that girl can mojve.....holy shit
D r a z:

Gabriela92:
Gabriela92:

trisha_29: excellent dancing
synchronicity_5: applauds a

gabi!!!!!!!!!!!!

Gabriela92: ty, Trisha
dirtyrpgirl: ohh love that butt
synchronicity_5: well done gabi

wiggle !!!!

Gabriela92: ty, ty, ty
dirtyrpgirl: woohoo gabi !!!!
trisha_29: grins at this song
dirtyrpgirl:

!!!!
D r a z:

damn i feel soo sorry for those other rooms...they dont have a gabi, like we do

laffsssssssssssssss or a dirty .or a trisha

Maxillary_Nerve: i agree dirty.
Gabriela92: looks in the mirror...

hair is beyond hope at this point.... screw it... walks back
to the bar in my undies, carrying my dress in my hand.
Maxillary_Nerve: i agree even more with draz!
trisha_29:

lol

trisha_29: they couldnt handle us!
dirtyrpgirl: hehee...c'mon back in sweetie!!!!!
dirtyrpgirl: no they couldnt baby !
Gabriela92: We're the first
D r a z: they couldnt ./.
D r a z: we sure are
dirtyrpgirl:
trisha_29:
D r a z:

string, I think! LOL

they would be like...what the fuck.....click...lmaooo

lmaooooooo

laffssss

synchronicity_5:

smiles at Gabriela

hops up on the stool next to Dirty... almost slides right off the leather due to my
sweaty buns.....
hairbear_39au1: hey draz
synchronicity_5: you look great with your hair in a mess
D r a z: hey hair
dirtyrpgirl: catches you...careful baby.........
Gabriela92: my hair gets all frizzy when it's sweaty or humid
D r a z: wow yes ........ some people are going to be mad they missed it
dirtyrpgirl: giggles..i bet.....smiles
dirtyrpgirl: well fuck them..i made they should have too!!!...laughs
Gabriela92: were we archive-worthy tonight, Draz? haha
D r a z: laffs yes
D r a z: oh forsure
synchronicity_5: lol it is fun to read them draz
synchronicity_5: not the same as being there tho
D r a z: thats why i do it
D r a z: yes you are right
D r a z: cant get the full feel
synchronicity_5: true but it is a motivation to be there lol
D r a z: its realy saying why go elsewhere
dirtyrpgirl: oh no being here is the best part of it
synchronicity_5: smiles it is indeed wow
synchronicity_5: great room
dirtyrpgirl: best room!!!
Gabriela92:

